Tabletop & Entertaining
FIXTURES

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
20PKTSPINNER

- 4-sided Wire Spinner in ivory
- 5 pockets per side / 20 pockets total
- Each pocket holds a total of 6 cocktail napkin packages (C) or 6 guest towel packages (G) or 2 boxes of Boxed Initial Cocktail or 3 boxes of Initial Guest Towels
- Ships with die-cut Caspari Ivory and Gold Sign
- 14” wide x 8” tall (36 x 20cm)
- Ships with castors

DIMENSIONS (approx):
- Spin Diameter: 13” (33cm)
- Height: with sign - 66” (1.7m)
- without sign - 56” (1.4m)

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Dinner / Luncheon Wire Spinner

24PKTSPINNER
- 4-sided Wire Spinner in ivory
- 6 pockets per side / 24 pockets total
- Each pocket holds a total of 8 dinner napkin packages (D) or 6 luncheon napkin packages (L)
- Ships with die-cut Caspari Ivory and Gold Sign 14” wide x 8” tall (36 x 20cm)
- Ships with castors

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 16” (41cm)
Height: with sign - 76” (2m)
without sign - 65” (1.6m)
Fixtures
Cocktail Napkin/Bottle Bag/Gift Bag Wire Spinner

Z701WIRE
- 4-sided Wire Spinner in ivory
- Ships with die-cut Caspari Ivory and Gold Sign 14” wide x 8” tall (36 x 20cm).
- Comes with 12 - 6” hooks
- To order additional hooks:
  Z701HOOK - 4” hooks in pack of 5
  Z701HOOK6 - 6” hooks in pack of 12

Side 1 (7 wire baskets):
holds 14 designs of Cocktail Napkins
(5 pkgs of each design)

Sides 2-4:
holds 12 designs of Bottle Bags
(6 bags per hook)

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 15” (39cm)
Height: with sign 70” (1.8m)
without sign 62” (1.5m)

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
This versatile fixture allows for other possible configurations based on the customers’ needs.
12 - Bottle Bag designs
14 - Cocktail Napkin designs
Suggested fill includes some back stock.
Fixtures
Party/Celebration Outpost

Z701WIRE
- 4-sided Wire Spinner in ivory
- Ships with die-cut Caspari Ivory and Gold Sign 14” wide x 8” tall (36 x 20cm).
- Comes with 12 - 6” hooks
- To order additional hooks:
  Z701HOOK - 4” hooks in pack of 5
  Z701HOOK6 - 6” hooks in pack of 12

Side 1 (7 wire baskets):
holds 14 designs of Cocktail Napkins
(5 pkgs of each design)

Sides 2-4:
holds 12 designs of Bottle Bags
(6 bags per hook)

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 15” (39cm)
Height: with sign 70” (1.8m)
without sign 62” (1.5m)

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
This versatile fixture allows for other possible configurations based on the customers’ needs.
Full Party Concept with:
Salad Plates
Luncheon Napkins
Cocktail Napkins
Slim Birthday Candles
Tablecovers
Small Gift Bags
Large Gift Bags

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Placemat Fixture

PMRACK
• Free-standing wire placemat fixture in ivory.
• Holds 9 designs of Placemats (12 of each design)
• 9 center shelves slant forward, making placemats easy to view while holding them in place.
• Includes 12 – 4” grid hooks that can be used on side panels.
• Attach metal hooks to side panels to display placecards or acrylic boxes to hold taper candles. Acrylic boxes must be ordered separately.
• Option to mount fixture on a wall and open side panels to lay flat.
• Ships with die-cut Caspari Ivory and Gold Sign 14” wide x 8” tall (36 x 20cm).

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 18.25” (46cm)
Height: with sign 76” (1.9m)
without sign 68” (1.7m)
Depth (without shelves) 15” (38cm)

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
9 Placemat designs, 12 of each design
Suggested fill includes no back stock.

Clear Acrylic Candle Box
Z802B.2
Clear Acrylic holder with gold screened Caspari logo. Holds 6 duets or 12 loose Crown Candles. Each box can sit on shelf or hang.
Slat wall adapter (Z802B.2A) now sold separately.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 4.25” (11cm)
Depth: 3.25” (8cm)
Height: 5.75” (14.5cm)

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
SHELFDISPLAYFM
This corrugated fixture in forest green can be used for Caspari Paper Tabletop product, Crackers, Boxed Christmas cards or a combination of these product categories. This fixture includes 5 shelves. Each shelf is designed with a slight backward tilt to prevent product from falling forward and has reinforced bars underneath for support. Caspari logo sign is included and fits in to top of fixture.

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS
One shelf will fit:
- 1 - 12” Christmas cracker next to 1 - 10” Christmas cracker, or 1 - 12” Cracker and 2 Pet Favors
- 5 A or B Size Boxed Christmas cards or 4 C or D Size Boxed Christmas Cards
- A full pattern of plates and napkins if you stack DP/SP and stack C/L then have Guest Towels on their own

NOTE: in all product categories, full cases will not fit due to the depth of the shelves so backstock will be required.

Corrugate is supplied at no charge, provided customer orders the product to fill. For multiple units, please check with your Sales Representative. Caspari cannot provide free ground freight on fixtures.
All fixtures must be placed on a separate order from product.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
- Width: 24” (61cm)
- Depth: 17.5” (44.5cm)
- Height: 73” (1.8m)

height includes header sign

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Maple Four-Sided Slatwall Spinner: Tabletop Version

RS016TA
A 4-sided slatwall fixture for tabletop products. Made from hardrock maple construction.

Shelving Kit includes:
20 - 16” (41cm) angled acrylic shelves with lip.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Height: 60” (1.5m)
Round Base measures:
19” diameter (48cm ø)
Each slat wall panel measures:
16” W x 60” H (41cm W x 1.5m H)

TABLETOP FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
7 Dinner Plate designs
8 Salad Plate designs
12 Cocktail Napkin designs
7 Luncheon Napkin designs
8 Guest Towel designs
4 Favor Bag designs
1 Die-cut Placemat design
2 Tablecover colors

CAS016.2: 16”x 6” (41 x 15cm)
Acrylic Shelf add-ons.
Fits all slat wall fixtures and can be used for many product categories, such as: Tabletop, Boxed Notes and Bridge. Can be ordered separately in increments of 2.

This fixture is shown with CAS016.2 Acrylic Shelf add-ons

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Entertaining Spinner

Z640I
4-sided Entertainment Spinner
Base, sides and tops are in an IVORY finish.

Napkin, Guest Towel, Cup & Plate shelves are made of break resistant, clear polymer material, well suited to high traffic locations.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 35" (89cm)
Height: 75" (1.9m)

Spinner Options:
Z541 - Set of 6 Guest Towel shelves
Z542 - Set of 9 Cocktail Napkin/Cup shelves
Z643 - Set of 5 inner Napkin/Plate shelves and 4 adjustable ivory support shelves
(included with each spinner. Please contact your sales rep or customer service to determine suitability)

Strip laminate inserts
can be ordered in:
Cherry, Ivory or Maple
(Example shown in photos at right)
Z640C.S (Cherry)
Z640I.S (Ivory)
Z640M.S (Maple)
Come in set of 4

Strip laminated peggable inserts:
24 - 4" white hooks
Z640M.PS (Maple)
Z640C.PS (Cherry)
Come in set of 2

Tabletop/Slatwall or Surface Shelf

Z359
Set of 2 - 23.5" (60cm) acrylic shelves
These can be used to display tabletop products in combination with brackets (Z359A) for a slatwall presentation or rest on an existing surface to provide a self-contained stock shelf with 3-side enclosure when a back wall is absent. The shelf is designed with a slight backwards tilt to prevent product from falling forward.

Z359A
Set of 4 brackets

Laminate Strip finish options:
Z640C.S (Cherry)
Z640M.S (Maple)
Z640I.S (Ivory)

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Maple Four-Sided Slatwall Spinner: Candles, Gift Bags and more

CANDLESPIN
A versatile 4-sided slatwall fixture with small footprint. Can be used to display birthday candles, taper candles, cocktail napkins and salad plates, gift bags and more. Made from hardrock maple construction.

Kit includes:
Spin base, tower, and 68 - 4” white hooks.
Note: Logo sign and other hooks and shelves can be ordered separately.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Height: 70”
Round Base measures: 16” diameter
Each slat wall panel measures: 6.5” wide

CANDLESHVS
Acrylic Shelf add-ons.
Fits slat wall and can be used for plates and napkins.
1 unit of CANDLESHVS includes 3 shelves. Order separately in increments of 3.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 7” (18cm)
Depth: 6” (15cm)
Height: 3” (7.5cm)

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Candle Outpost Solutions

Corrugated Birthday Candle Display

RACKBDAYCN
This ivory corrugated fixture holds 24 Caspari Miniature Taper Candles or 72 Slim Birthday Candles.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 7.5” (19cm)
Depth: 11” (28cm)
Height: 10.5” (27cm)

Clear Acrylic Candle Box

Z802B.2
Clear Acrylic holder with gold screened Caspari logo.
Holds 6 duets or 12 loose Crown Candles.
Each box can sit on shelf or hang.
Slat wall adapter (Z802B.2A) now sold separately.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 4.25” (11cm)
Depth: 3.25” (8cm)
Height: 5.75” (14.5cm)

Inquire with your sales rep about free candle boxes as part of candle program.

Acrylic Birthday Candle Display

Z300B
3-tier acrylic fixture

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 10.5” (27cm)
Depth: 12.25” (31cm)
Height: 9.75” (25cm)
Depth of each shelf: 3.25” (8cm)

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
84 pkgs of Slim Birthday Candles and 84 pkgs of Miniature Tapers
Fixture provided free with fill.
For program details please contact your sales rep or customer service.

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
**Fixtures**

*Tabletop Outpost Solutions*

**Z300B**

This tiered acrylic fixture can hold many different product categories, including Slim Diaries, Hankies, Matchboxes, Candles and Tabletop.

**DIMENSIONS (approx):**

- Height: 9.75” (25cm)
- Width: 10.5” (27cm)
- Depth: 12.25” (31cm)
- Depth of each shelf: 3.25” (8cm)

**Z300B.2** - Side arm attachment (shown in pictures below) can hold Table Covers, Birthday Candles, Dinner Plates and more.

**DIMENSIONS (approx):**

- Depth: 10.5” (27cm)
- Width: 3” (8cm)

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Accessories and Solutions

Plastic Strip with Hook

**HANGSTRIP**
Plastic strip with hook positions every 1.6 inches. Perforation every 3 hooks.

**DIMENSIONS**
Strip Width - 1.375"
Length for 4 sections of 3 hooks each (total 12 hooks) 22"

**Suggested load weight:**
Per hook - 3oz
Total per strip - 5lbs

**Kit includes:**
3 sets with 12 plastic hooks each
3 metal S hooks to attach to a corrugate or another surface

---

Plastic Adhesive Tabs

**HANGTAB**
Plastic adhesive tabs that can be used for hanging product. Works well on roll wrap when wanting to hang from a hook.
1 order includes 96 tabs - 8 pages of 12 tabs per page

**DIMENSIONS**
Each strip is 6" long.
Adhesive is on the left and right edge of the tab - covering 1" of each side.

---

Bridge Gift Set Display

**BNGSDSLTY**
This ivory corrugated fixture holds 4 Caspari Bridge Gift Sets.

---

Acrylic Plate Risers, Holders and Plates Stands

These units and more can be ordered directly from:

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Caspari Logo Signs

Caspari Sign Holders

**Z812C**
3” Sign Holder with Adhesive

**Z812D**
3” Sign Holder for Slatwall

### Caspari Sign - Die-Cut

**Z812DC**
Die-cut ivory and gold Caspari logo sign

**DIMENSIONS** (approx):
8” x 14” (20 x 35.5cm)

*Value of sign is $20.00 – no charge to customer*

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
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Fixtures

Maple Four-Sided Slatwall Spinner: Candles, Gift Bags and more

CANDLESPIN
A versatile 4-sided slatwall fixture with small footprint. Can be used to display birthday candles, taper candles, cocktail napkins and salad plates, gift bags and more. Made from hardrock maple construction.

Kit includes:
Spin base, tower, and 68 - 4” white hooks.
Note: Logo sign and other hooks and shelves can be ordered separately.

Dimensions (approx):
Height: 70”
Round Base measures: 16” diameter
Each slat wall panel measures: 6.5” wide

CANDLESHEVS
Acrylic Shelf add-ons.
Fits slat wall and can be used for plates and napkins.
1 unit of CANDLESHEVS includes 3 shelves. Order separately in increments of 3.

Dimensions (approx):
Width: 7" (18cm)
Depth: 6" (15cm)
Height: 3" (7.5cm)

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Corrugated Roll Wrap Box

WRAPUNITBOX
This corrugated sage green fixture can be used for Caspari RC/RCF size rolls for both Christmas and Everyday designs.

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
48 Rolls: 8 styles - 6 rolls each

Corrugate is supplied at no charge, provided customer orders the product to fill. For multiple units, please check with your Sales Representative. Caspari cannot provide free ground freight on fixtures.

All fixtures must be placed on a separate order from product.

*Wrap designs in photo are for presentation only and do not represent designs actually in the line.

Bottle Bag/Gift Bag/Napkin Wire Spinner: Party/Celebration Outpost

Z701WIRE
• 4-sided Wire Spinner in ivory
• Ships with die-cut Caspari Ivory and Gold Sign 14” wide x 8” tall (36 x 20cm).
• Comes with 12 - 6” hooks
• To order additional hooks:
  Z701HOOK - 4” hooks in pack of 5
  Z701HOOK6 - 6” hooks in pack of 12

Side 1 (7 wire baskets):
holds 14 designs of Cocktail Napkins (5 pkgs of each design)

Sides 2-4:
holds 12 designs of Bottle Bags (6 bags per hook)

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 15” (39cm)
Height: with sign 70” (1.8m)
without sign 62” (1.5m)

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
This versatile fixture allows for other possible configurations based on the customers’ needs.
Full Party Concept with:
Salad Plates
Luncheon Napkins
Cocktail Napkins
Slim Birthday Candles
Tablecovers
Small Gift Bags
Large Gift Bags

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Maple Four-Sided Slatwall Spinner: Gift Wrap Version

RS016W.A
4-sided slatwall fixture with metal hooks for gift wrap products. Made from hardrock maple construction. Same pinwheel tower as RS016T.

Shelving Kit includes:
EC065: 18 - 4” (10cm) chrome hooks
EC066: 30 - 6” (15cm) chrome hooks
EC067: 30 - 8” (20cm) chrome hooks
The above slat wall hooks can also be ordered separately.

DIMENSIONS (approx.):
Height: 60” (1.5m)
Round Base measures:
19” (48cm) diameter
Each slat wall panel measures:
16” W x 60” H (41cm W x 1.5m H)

GIFT WRAP FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
3 Enclosure (ENC) designs
1 Adhesive Label/Name Tag (LTAG) design
1 Ornament Tag (TAG.2) design
8 Tissue (TIS) designs
22 Everyday Roll Wrap (RSC or RF) designs
4 B3 Gift Bag designs
2 B3.3 Gift Bag designs
2 B1 Gift Bag designs
2 B4 Bottle Bag designs

This fixture is shown with the CAS016.2 Acrylic Shelf add-ons which are used for Tabletop fill and are not necessary for Gift Wrap fixture fill.

Ribbon Tray (ST1610-S) shown above is NOT included with fixture and must be ordered separately.

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Ribbon Trays

**ST1210-S**
This 12” Acrylic Ribbon tray is for slatwall use and is designed to work in combination with other slatwall and roll wrap accessories. Holds approx 24 rolls of ribbon. *Capacity varies with spool sizes.*

**DIMENSIONS** (approx):
- Depth: 10” (25cm)
- Width: 12” (31cm)

*This fixture drop ships from vendor.*

**ST1610-S**
This 16” Acrylic Ribbon tray is for slatwall use and is designed to work in combination with other slatwall and roll wrap accessories. Holds approx 30 rolls of ribbon. *Capacity varies with spool sizes.*

**DIMENSIONS** (approx):
- Depth: 10” (25cm)
- Width: 16” (41cm)

*This fixture drop ships from vendor.*
ENCCS4909
This 4-tiered wooden fixture with clear acrylic front, fits 4 designs across and 6 enclosure packages deep (total of 24 packages per tier). Holds 96 enclosure packages.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Height: 8.25” (21cm)
Width: 12.25” (31cm)
Depth: 9” (23cm)

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
• 8 designs double faced
  or
• 16 designs with back stock.
Fold the header over for best display of designs or remove from packaging and sell loosely.
Fixtures
Wrap Outpost Solutions

These acrylic gift wrap units hold approximately 100 rolls of gift wrap. They can be ordered directly from: www.misterplexi.com.

**DIMENSIONS** (approx):
- Depth: 16” (41cm)
- Width: 16” (41cm)
- Height: 16” (41cm)

Ream Wrap
All items sold as Continuous Wrap are available as half reams. Cutter bars, cutting racks and jeweler rolls can be drop-shipped to you from our supplier. Please contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for details, pricing and to view the selection of Caspari Continuous Wrap designs available for your custom in-store wrap needs.

**NOTE:** Any size ream wrap other than the standard 30” width is considered a special order and must be ordered through Customer Service.

### Half Reams

416 linear feet (127m linear)
available in the following widths:
- **HR30** - 30” (76cm) standard
- **HR24** - 24” (61cm) + 6” (15cm)
- **HR18** - 18” (46cm) + 12” (31cm)
- **HR15** - 15” (38cm) + 15” (38cm)

*Special cuts available by request.*

### Cutter Bars

Cutter Bars also available.
Will drop ship separately.

*(Other sizes and models available upon request).*

All in one for single ream
24” (61cm) - **ZA50124**
30” (76cm) - **ZA50130**

Vertical Suzy Rack for 5 reams,
from 12” (31cm) to 30” (76cm)
Specify finish:
Walnut - **ZR1599** *(shown)*
or Oak - **ZR1499**

2-deck tower for 2 reams
24” (61cm) - **ZT342R24**
30” (76cm) - **ZT342R30**

3-deck tower for 3 reams
24” (61cm) - **ZT343R24**
30” (76cm) - **ZT343R30**

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Caspari Sign - Die-Cut

Z812DC
Die-cut ivory and gold Caspari logo sign

DIMENSIONS (approx):
8” x 14” (20 x 35.5cm)

Value of sign is $20.00 - no charge to customer

Caspari Sign Holders

Z812C
3” Sign Holder with Adhesive

Z812D
3” Sign Holder for Slatwall
Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
Fixtures
Greeting Card Spinner
84 Pocket - white

Z5699
- 4 sides, 21 pockets per side.
- Can convert to 112 pocket spinner with optional corner accessory.
  (See below for details).
- Easy assembly with tools and push pin fasteners included
- Includes caster retrofit kit, card divider clips & sign holder
- Furniture grade construction with mitered corners
- Ships in 3 light-weight cartons

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 28” (41cm)
Height: with sign - 81” (2m)
  without sign - 70” (1.6m)
Pocket Depth: 1.25”
Rack Width: 16.25”

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
Pockets can hold everyday greeting cards, money cards, seasonal greeting cards, and advent cards. **Don't forget to order Everyday Caption Headers separately!**

ACCESSORY TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY:
2103A
Optional 28 pocket corner wing rack set (set of 4 - 7 pocket racks).
Racks attach to each corner, converting fixture to 112 pocket spinner.

THESE FIXTURES DROP SHIP FROM VENDOR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logo sign not included.</th>
<th>Order sign Z812DCCARDS separately</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Caspari Card Sign - Die-Cut

Z812DCCARDS
Die-cut ivory and gold Caspari logo sign with “Printed in USA and Switzerland” tagline

DIMENSIONS (approx):
8” x 14” (20 x 35.5cm)

Value of sign is $20.00 - no charge to customer

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
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Fixtures
Greeting Card/Invitation Spinners

48 Pocket - white

UDR48
4 wings, 12 pockets per wing

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 16” (41cm)
Base Diameter: 24” (61cm)
Height: with sign 68” (1.7m)
without sign 62” (1.5m)

POCKET DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 5.5” (14cm)
Height: 8.75” (22cm)
Depth: 1.5” (4cm)

84 Pocket - white

UDR84
4 wings, 21 pockets per wing

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Spin Diameter: 20” (51cm)
Base Diameter: 24” (61cm)
Height: with sign 68” (1.7m)
without sign 62” (1.5m)

POCKET DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 5.5” (14cm)
Height: 8.75” (22cm)
Depth: 1.5” (4cm)

THESE FIXTURES DROP SHIP
FROM VENDOR.

Logo sign not included. Order sign Z812DCCARDS separately

Caspari Card Sign - Die-Cut

Z812DCCARDS
Die-cut ivory and gold Caspari logo sign with “Printed in USA and Switzerland” tagline

DIMENSIONS (approx):
8” x 14” (20 x 35.5cm)
Value of sign is $20.00 - no charge to customer

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
RACKCX
This corrugated fixture can be used for Caspari Boxed Notes, Thank You Notes and Boxed Cards in both Christmas and Everyday designs. Fixture comes with 6 shelves that are reinforced with a metal bar that fits under each shelf. Shelves are adjustable.

DIMENSIONS (approx):
Width: 24” (61cm)
Depth: 22” (56cm)
Height: 64” (1.6m)

FIXTURE FILL SUGGESTIONS:
Boxed Card Fixture Fill:
2 Rows - A size (Embossed or Regular),
6 deep / 5 across
1 Row - B size, 6 deep / 5 across
2 Rows - C size, 6 deep / 4 across
1 Row - D size (Embossed or Regular),
6 deep / 4 across
Caspari Sign - Die-Cut

Z812DC
Die-cut ivory and gold Caspari logo sign

DIMENSIONS (approx):
8” x 14” (20 x 35.5cm)

Value of sign is $20.00 - no charge to customer

Caspari Card Sign - Die-Cut

Z812DCCARDS
Die-cut ivory and gold Caspari logo sign with “Printed in USA and Switzerland” tagline

DIMENSIONS (approx):
8” x 14” (20 x 35.5cm)

Value of sign is $20.00 - no charge to customer

Caspari Sign Holders

Z812C
3” Sign Holder with Adhesive

Z812D
3” Sign Holder for Slatwall

Contact your Caspari Sales Representative or Customer Service for more information on these and other Caspari Product fixtures. All prices shown are subject to change without notice. Photos show possible fixture fill and are for presentation only. Other configurations possible.
For customer service or to contact your sales representative or sales agent:
US: 1-800-Caspari (1-800-227-7274) press #1 for customer service
info@hgcaspari.com
EU: +45 5944 3232 • info@caspari.dk
UK: 0808 234 2114 • info@caspari.dk
CaspariOnline.com (US & Canada)
International.CaspariOnline.com
UK.CaspariOnline.com

fixtures solutions
2022